
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

James Loudspeaker™ Unveils Two Compact High-Performance Boundary Speakers      

New W-Series models leverage new woofer and Quad Tweeter to deliver astonishing detail and clarity 

from a smaller, fully customizable form factor 

Napa, CA, June 26th, 2018 – James Loudspeaker (www.jamesloudspeaker.com), designers and 

manufacturers of the highest quality décor-friendly entertainment products for both residential and 

commercial applications, has introduced two smaller versions of their popular W-Series wedge form 

factor boundary speakers designed for integration where walls and ceilings converge. The unobtrusive 

42Qw and 43Qw offer superb performance for multi-zone audio, height channels for immersive theater 

systems (Atmos, Auro3D and DTS:X) and outdoor audio applications as well. Both new models are 

constructed of aircraft grade aluminum for strength, sonic performance and durability. An aluminum 

perforated grille is included to provide years of trouble free use.   

New Technology 
The 42Qw and 43Qw employ a new version of the high-excursion 4-inch woofer originally used in the 
42AT landscape loudspeaker, designed using a Santoprene™ surround and aluminum cone. The 42Qw 
combines a single 4-inch woofer with James Loudspeaker’s legendary aluminum Quad Tweeter array, 
providing superior dispersion and dynamic capabilities verses conventional speakers. The 43Qw utilizes 
two of the 4-inch drivers with the Quad Tweeter for additional output capability.   
 
“Though our larger boundary speakers have been very popular, we received feedback from both 
residential and commercial integrators that a more compact version of the W-Series speakers would be 
useful,” reported James Loudspeaker CEO Mark Schafle. “Our goal is to provide the highest performing 
entertainment solutions that deliver superior sound with minimal visible intrusion into the space.” 
 
Both W-Series models come with a wall/ceiling bracket featuring a unique mounting system that is ultra-
secure but easy for custom integrators to work with and achieve a gapless fit every time. Like all James 
Loudspeaker products, both standard and custom colors are available. 
 
Beautifully Made in USA 
James Loudspeaker W-Series speakers are built from elegant aircraft-grade aluminum for strength, sonic 
performance and durability when used for outdoor or marine applications. Each speaker features a 
proprietary aluminum cone woofer and an aluminum dome Quad Tweeter for unsurpassed dispersion 
and musicality. All W-Series speakers can be custom painted to match any décor and each speaker 
comes with a matching aluminum perforated grille. Like all products from James Loudspeaker, W-Series 
speakers are fully customizable to suit any commercial or residential application.  
 

The James Loudspeaker 42Qw and 43Qw are available now through authorized James Loudspeaker 

integrators. MSRP pricing is $900USD (42Qw) and $1100USD (43Qw) each.   

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 

About James Loudspeaker: James Loudspeaker™ designs and manufactures high-performance speakers for residential and 

commercial applications. James offers a vast array of architectural speakers along with built-to-suit solutions that minimize 

visual presence while delivering the finest sound quality for indoor, outdoor and marine audio systems. Engineered and 

manufactured in Napa, CA since 1999, James Loudspeaker products are sold and installed through the finest custom integration 

specialists worldwide. www.jamesloudspeaker.com   

http://www.jamesloudspeaker.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qv3l33oc0xgv89q/AAAy5AZwkfKZHhy28RSOoswna?dl=0
http://www.jamesloudspeaker.com/
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